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Growshop Kiwiland
The 'Kiwiland Growshop' is aimed primarily at the smaller, quality rather than quantity minded growers.
Growers who are eager to inform themselves about the various nutrients, pest-control and growth & bloom
possibilities, and who are interested in raising a qualitatively high-value product. The new products and
various grow systems can be viewed 'live' in the shop, where a huge space has been set aside for a 'showgrow'- and it's not just the tourists who are popping in to take a look.
Whether you're just a beginner, or an experienced grower, Kiwiland can supply you with everything you
need. From Grow-tents that can be set up in minutes and easy to use, to complex hydroponic systems that
require advanced skills, you'll find it all at the Kiwiland shop. In addition we offer professional advice from a
team of horticulturists with many years combined experience, and full after-sales support as easy as a phone
call or email away.
Situated in the heart of Amsterdam means being at the fore-front of the industry and it is this experience we
pass directly on to our customers. Call in and see us the next time you're in town, or order directly from the
site, either way you'll always receive friendly, helpful advice, and fast, discreet Kiwiland service.
Kiwiland's growing lights are just about the most important purchase you will make in an indoor growing
situation, and you can be assured that at the Kiwiland we stock only the very best lamps and ballasts on the
market today.
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Control & measure
Lighting

Air Systems

Electrical

Climate

Grow Tents
Irrigation
Pots & Trays

Nutrients

Growing Medium

Plastic & foils
Propagation

Plant health

Hydro systems
After Harvest

Hardware & Tools

Extraction

Pressing equipment

CO2 control
Humidity control

Growing information & tools
Growing guide - Light
Plant growth involves the conversion of light energy
into plant-building materials (photosynthesis).. read
more >>

Growing guide - Water
Water has three functions: it is a building material, it
makes the plant sturdy and... read more >>

Growing guide - Air

Guide Hydroponic V’s Organic
Is hydroponics organic? Is it chemical? What are the
similarities and the differences?... read more >>
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The regular replacement of the air in your grow room
has a surprisingly large effect on the final size and
quality of your crops... read more >>
Search the Kiwiland Growshop
Use the Kiwiland search to find products quickly
by giving keywords and attributes like brands,
categories, etc...

Kiwiland Growshop Directory
Gives a list of our product database, find products by
any attribute (brands, categories, etc.)...

Sub categories:
Ballasts; Bulbs; Cables & plugs; Circulation fans; Climate control; Cloning equipment; Co2; Drying
systems; Ducting & hoses; Exhaust fans; Extraction & Pressing; Fuses & fittings; Growing tables; Growth
tents & chambers; Hardware; Heat mats & cables; Heating; Hose connections; Humidity; Hydroponic
medium; Hydroponic systems; Irrigation hoses & fittings; Led; Light control; Nutrients - mineral; Nutrients
- Organic; Pest control; PH & EC control; Plant support; Plastic & foils; Pots & saucers; Pumps; Reflectors;
Relays & timers; Scissors & trimmers; Smell suppression; Soil & bio; Timers; Vats & reservoirs; Water
control;

Popular Cannabis seeds
Growshop brands
00 Box; Advanced Hydroponics; Advanced Nutrients; Aptus; Atami / B’Cuzz; AutoPot; BAC; Bestron; Bio
Nova; Bio-Optimal; Biobizz; Biogreen; Bionaire; Biotabs Organic; Bluelab; Bonsai Hero; Bubblebag; Bud
Box; CAN; Can-Fan; Canna; CannaFlex; CLI Mate; DAB; Dark Room; Davin; Diamond Air; Dimlux; ELT;
Eutech; Faran; G-Tools; G.H.E; GE; Geni Flower Fertiliser; Green Planet; Grodan; Grow Green; Growth
Technology; Guanokalong; Hanna; Harvest More; Hesi; Honeywell; Hortigarden; Hotbox; Hurricane;
JBQ; Jiffy; Kiwiland; Lainco; Lucilu; Mammoth; MES / S&P; Metrop; Nicotra; No Mercy Supply; Ona;
Opticlimate; Osram; Pentakeep; Philips; Plagron; Plagron; Pollinator; Pure Factory; Remo Nutrients; Rogis;
Ruck; Secret Jardin; SMSCOM; Spectrabox; Spray & Grow; Superthrive; Sylvania; Tallas; Wasservecht;

Most popular growing products
Popular cannabis seeds brands

Kiwiseeds

DNA Genetics

Soma Seeds

Sensi Seeds

Positronics
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Visit our Grow shop in Amsterdam
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